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Scope and Coverage

With over 6 million newspapers, Historic Newspapers own a unique archive an
original newspapers dating back over two hundred years. Some of these are
extremely rare and cover such news events as Trafalgar, Waterloo, the gruesome
coverage of Jack the Ripper, famous battles, and more recently Lunar Landings and
9-11.
The archive has been built over many years from various sources: initially from the
newspaper group’s original archives as they moved out of Fleet Street in the 80s, and
continues today, as virtually all the national Scottish and English newspaper titles
send to Historic Newspapers their daily editions. Papers are also continually being
sourced from libraries and other collections from all over the world.

Kind of Information

Historic Newspapers provides different categories of newspaper archives, these are
as follows –
Birthday Newspapers: Original Birthdate Newspapers make very special personal
keepsakes, making them an ideal gift for any birthday date. Search the world's largest
archive now by entering any date of birth to see the full range of perfectly preserved
titles available. Every Birthday Newspaper Gift is guaranteed to be a genuine
original, and includes a Personalised Certificate of Authenticity, with optional gift
presentation options.
Newspaper Archives: This site is the owners of the world's largest UK Newspaper
Archives made up of over 7 million genuine originals, spanning four centuries.
Whether visitor’s looking for an original issue from the last 100 years, or even a
Victorian Newspaper from the 19th century, they have come to the right place. In
fact, if users are purchasing Archive Newspapers from else where they are more than
likely sourced from this newspaper archive.
Back Issue Newspapers: Find Backdated Newspapers from every day for the last
100+ years and beyond. As the world's largest UK newspaper back issue archive, this
site holds the title that visitors are searching for. To buy a backdated newspaper just
search for the special date and add one of their stunning presentation options to help
protect and preserve for years to come.

Historical Newspapers: Genuine Historical Newspapers from the date of visitors
choice are also available.

Special Features
 In addition to the world's largest Historic Newspapers archive there are a range of
special Newspaper Books, Nostalgic Gifts and other Newspaper Gifts available.
Visitors can explore special dates, great sporting moments, major historical
events and much, much more...

 There is a search bar, which have the options to search the archive by the exact
date, month and year.

Arrangement Pattern

Newspaper archives are arranged categorically. Under each category there is some
sub categories are also available.

Remarks

Historic Newspapers are proud and privileged to own the largest private archive of
British newspapers in the world. No other newspaper archive outside The British
Library can rival this, and all papers are available for purchase.

Comparable Tools

 The British Newspaper Archive ( http://www.britishnewspaperarchive.co.uk/)
 The European Library ( http://www.theeuropeanlibrary.org/tel4/newspapers)
 UKPressOnline
(http://www.ukpressonline.co.uk/ukpressonline/open/index;jsessionid=53137
9E7C937BA9E47147094AC6833CF)
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